The set of all Radon measures on B, i.e., the dual of ff"(S) is denoted by tr"(B).
X'or two locally compact Hausdorff spaces S and T a bimeasure B on Bx ? is defined as a continuous bilinear form B : tr"(S)x ff"(T) ---> C . The set of all bimeasures on Bx ? is denoted by 98"(SxT) .
We note that bimeasures are especially studied in the papers of Morse and Transue [5] and Thomas l9l. fn our earlier pa,per [7] we have used Thomas Let U (resp. V)beanarbitrarysetandlet E (resp. .F')bealinear space of functions f : U--->C (resp. g: V-'>C). As usual, the tensor product "Oo.t' is considered as the linear space spanned by the functions fsg: UxV-->C, (fog)(u,a):f(u)g(u), ueU, aeV, f eE, g eF. Moreover Since the bilinear form B : tr"(S)x /{"(T) -+ C is continuous, there exists a constant M*,,,*", such that lB(h,hz)l . Mx;,r,, sup lårl sup lfr2l for all h, e /{"(S ; K'r) , h, e t{"(T ; Kr) . It follows that lB(f , s)l a(r,r -2,n sr)l . lr(r -äl ,,,å; nr) + a 2Mr,,,'.,,supl"fl u + 2Mxi,r,.,suplgl e.
Thus E(fsg) : B(f ,g) :0. The lemma is proved. 
is a bimeasure on Sx7 . Moreover, by Lemma 20 I xn,dp) : o I xn, dp) -B(x,e, , xe,)
(f x'e'dp ,!'F), The relation (la) is thus proved. for all f e 9*6).
A straightforward calculation shows that the relation (la) is satisfied for all /: B->-B+ u {.o} with compact support and therefore even for all /: B+"8+ U {oo}.
The relation gLfu) : gZ@ is a direct consequence of the relation (14) and of the definitions of the spaces S'"(p) and 92"(u) To show that The theorem is proved.
